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Traditional Maldivian Fishing Village Inspires 
Jumeirah Vittaveli Maldives 

 
HBA adopts Indian Ocean archipelago’s heritage 

as crossroads for early sea-farers for luxury resort design concept 
 
(Hong Kong, 15 February,) – Global leader in hospitality design HBA/Hirsch Bedner Associates 
sought inspiration from traditional island village architecture in styling the new Jumeirah Vittaveli 
Maldives luxury resort and island redevelopment on Bolifushi Island, 20 minutes by boat from 
Male International Airport in South Male Atoll. 
 
Some of the largest guest villas in the Maldives, each with wraparound private plunge pools, are 
incorporated in the stable of 36 Beach Villas and eight Beach Suites, 39 Lagoon Villas and 
seven Lagoon Suites, and the epitome of island resort grandeur, a stunning Presidential Suite. 
 
Traditional Maldivian thatched huts with honey-coloured timber flooring and high ceilings 
inspired the architectural design, and anchoring the western end of the island, an instantly 
recognisable pan-Asian all-day dining venue, Samsara. “Samsara is one of the most unique 
structures ever seen in a Maldivian resort…and is easily recognizable to boats travelling 
between the atolls for its strikingly modern triangular structure with sun-bleached cedar tile roof,” 
said designer Andrew Moore, Co-President of HBA Asia Pacific. 
 
“Adopting The Maldives’ heritage as the Indian Ocean archipelago’s crossroads for early sea-
farers formed the concept and inspiration for this luxury resort design. As a meeting point of 
travellers, The Maldives has always been a melting pot of cultures, a mix we wanted to convey 
through different architectural styles and detailing throughout the resort.” 
 
Subtle Maldivian architectural expressions of traditional craftsmanship are featured through 
separate “villages” of villas and suites, immediately identifiable in different colour themes of 
cobalt, white wash, light sky blue and dark navy blue. “The colours are the same as used by 
Maldivian locals to paint and decorate their own houses, as well as stone walls found 
everywhere in local villages,” said co-designer Belinda Chia, Associate of HBA Singapore. 
Continuing the theme, local ‘bolifushi’ cowry shell is adopted in artwork and finishes as a tribute 
to the island’s origins.  
 
The resort’s spa design was based on traditional cultural belief of the universe as a ring. 
According to ancient Maldivian belief, the universe is contained within eight ‘cosmic’ gardens. 
This was restricted to four due to space limitations of the spa, but the concept remains – with 
guests moving through various gardens as they progress through the spa. Double treatment 
rooms are found within a circular garden that also includes the relaxation pavilion. Beyond this 
garden are over-water treatment pavilions and an exclusive VIP spa pavilion. 
 



Celestial tradition also influenced a ‘Star Gazing Hill’. Unique in the Maldives, this grassy mound 
is a “quirky addition that brings out the child in all of us”, said Ms Chia. Inspired by Maldivian 
archaeological relics called ‘stupas’, it is meant to be use for cloud watching, star gazing and 
general resort activities.  
 
Even the arrival jetty is a new concept, designed as a multi-use space, doubling as a lounge 
and chill-out area with dramatic, unimpeded views over the Indian Ocean. Astounding beautiful, 
Jumeirah Vittaveli emerges as a magical island escape that also delights with three captivating 
restaurants. 
 
Apart from Samsara, in an architectural landmark of its own, Mu - Beach Bar and Grill is a 
timeless experience in a stunning location with mesmerising views for enjoying the exquisite 
simplicity of succulent barbeques. Serving fresh-caught seafood in a contemporary 
Mediterranean style, Fenesse is the “ultimate voyage of mouthwatering discovery”, set in a 
serene over-water location. 
 
Main challenges to the project were inevitably logistics, with all materials and equipment 
imported, requiring careful planning and scheduling to achieve project milestones. “It was really 
a labour of love. Everyone involved put in a lot of effort to ensure the project’s success,” added 
Ms Chia. 
 

- Ends - 
 
About HBA 
World-renowned as the “Number 1 Hospitality Design Firm” (Interior Design) and winner of six 
record-breaking awards (2010 Hospitality Design Awards), HBA/Hirsch Bedner Associates, 
unveils the world’s most anticipated hotels, resorts, and spas.  Leading the hospitality interior 
design industry since 1964, HBA remains keenly attuned to the pulse of changing industry 
trends governed by today's sophisticated traveler. The company’s international presence, depth 
of experience, and detailed industry knowledge enables them to identify interior design trends at 
their source, make definitive predictions about new directions and innovations, and influence 
design standards at a global level.  HBA’s ultimate objective is to add value, raise standards and 
enhance the brand of a project's owner and operator.  
 
HBA creates the signature look of traditional luxury brands, independent contemporary 
boutiques, urban resort spas, world-class residences, restaurants, casinos, and cruise ships. 
From continent to continent, each HBA interior is the result of a unique and sensitive response 
to location, architecture, and client vision. With over 800 designers around the globe in 13 
offices and a recent expansion in Asia, HBA is a true global company with more than 75% of its 
employees now outside the United States. HBA’s international presence, combined with its 
extensive knowledge of the interior design industry, has facilitated the ability to rewrite the 
language of design with each new project.   
 
For more information, please visit the HBA website at www.hba.com.  
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Styling the entire new Jumeirah Vittaveli Maldives luxury resort, global leaders in hospitality 
design, HBA/Hirsch Bedner Associates, sought inspiration from traditional island village 

architecture of Maldivian thatched huts.  
 

 
 

The new Jumeirah Vittaveli Maldives luxury resort designed by global hospitality design leaders, 
HBA, features some of the largest guest villas in the Maldives, each with wraparound private 

plunge pools 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


